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Abstract
This paper proposes an SE2(3) based extended Kalman filtering (EKF) framework for the inertial-
integrated state estimation problem. The error representation using the straight difference of two
vectors in the inertial navigation system may not be reasonable as it does not take the direction
difference into consideration. Therefore, we choose to use the SE2(3) matrix Lie group to repre-
sent the state of the inertial-integrated navigation system which consequently leads to the common
frame error representation. With the new velocity and position error definition, we leverage the
group affine dynamics with the autonomous error properties and derive the error state differen-
tial equation for the inertial-integrated navigation on the north-east-down (NED) navigation frame
and the earth-centered earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, respectively, the corresponding EKF, terms as
SE2(3) based EKF has also been derived. It provides a new perspective on the geometric EKF
with a more sophisticated formula for the inertial-integrated navigation system. Furthermore, we
design two new modified error dynamics on the NED frame and the ECEF frame respectively
by introducing new auxiliary vectors. Finally the equivalence of the left-invariant EKF and left
SE2(3) based EKF have been shown in navigation frame and ECEF frame.
Key Words
SE2(3) matrix Lie group, inertial-integrated navigation, common frame error representation, con-
sistent extended Kalman filter, group-affine dynamics, autonomous error
1. Introduction
The state error is commonly defined as the straight difference of the vectors without considering
the vector’s frame representation [1]. This is unreasonable as the state error may not expressed
with respect to the same frame coordinate [2, 3], especially for the inertial-integrated navigation
system. Li et al. proposed a common frame based unscented quaternion estimator which defines
the attitude errors in the body frame expressed by the Uncented Kalman Filter and the IMU errors
with respect to the common frame basis [3]. Scherzinger et al. proposed a new velocity error
transformation for the φ and ψ-angle error models which aimed at removing the specific force
term in the transition matrix [4] and resulted the coordinate-frame consistency of velocity error
vector. Wang et al. used the same idea to develop the state transformation extended Kalman
filter (ST-EKF) for GPS/SINS tightly couple integration [5], SINS/OD integration [6], and initial
alignment of strapdown inertial navigation system [7]. In fact, the ST-EKF can be viewed as the
same as the modified φ-model error model proposed by Scherzinger in [4]. Meanwhile, for the
left invariant measurement model such as GNSS, ST-EKF used the right invariant error definition
which is not consistent with left-innovation update. Recently, Chang studied the SE(3) based EKF
for spacecraft attitude estimation which formulas the attitude and gyroscope bias as elements of
SE(3) [8].
The above works motivates us to embed the state and the uncertainties into a specially defined
and high dimensional matrix Lie group SE2(3) so that the state evolves on matrix manifold. We
consider the state error on the SE2(3) matrix Lie group by defining the error as the product be-
tween the true state and the inverse of the estimated state and the product between the estimated
state and the inverse of the true state so that not only the velocity error is expressed with respect to
the common frame, but also the position error is expressed with respect to the common frame. The
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significant advantage of this common frame based representation is that the resulting expressions
are compact and accurate by means of the Lie group theory. Although this work is motivated by
Geometric EKF [9] for quaternion based inertial navigation system, the whole derivations is com-
pletely different from it as we parameterize the attitude by direction cosine matrix (DCM). As the
whole state is confined to matrix Lie group, it avoids the over-parameter and normalization con-
straint of the quaternion representation. Meanwhile, we extended the ST-EKF [5] by considering
the position error with respect to the common frame. Then, we investigate the state error dynamic
equations on the local geodetic latitude-longitude-height frame, the local-level north-east-down
frame, and the ECEF frame. Furthermore, we give the invariant measurement model involving
lever arm error and show the equivalence between the invariant measurement model [10] and the
traditional EKF’s measurement model. Finally, we derive the two modified error dynamics on the
NED frame and the ECEF frame respectively by introducing new auxiliary velocity vectors.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose an SE2(3) based EKF framework for inertial-integrated navigation system which
embedded the attitude, velocity, and position into the matrix Lie group SE2(3).
2. We give detailed derivations of the SE2(3) on the NED frame and the ECEF frame according
to the error state defined on the Matrix Lie group SE2(3), including two left-invariant error
forms and two right-invariant error forms which is termed as left SE2(3) based EKF and right
SE2(3) based EKF. It is amazing that all the right SE2(3) based EKF algorithms remove the
specific force term in the transition matrix.
3. We design two modified error dynamics on the NED frame and the ECEF frame by intro-
ducing new auxiliary velocity vectors.
4. We show the equivalence of the left-invariant EKF and the left SE2(3) based EKF when
lever arm are considered in navigation frame and ECEF frame.
This remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are presented in Section 2.
In section 3 the SE2(3) based EKF framework is introduced. In section 4 the SE2(3) based EKF
for NED navigation is derived. In section 5 the SE2(3) based EKF for another NED navigation is
derived. Modified error state dynamic equations on NED frame is given in Section 6. Section 7
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formulates the SE2(3) based EKF for ECEF navigation. Section 8 formulates the SE2(3) based
EKF for another ECEF navigation. Modified error state dynamic equations on ECEF frame is
given in Section 9. The equivalence of the invariant EKF algorithms and the left SE2(3) based
EKF algorithm are shown in Section 10. The SE2(3) based smoothing algorithm is introduced in
Section 11. Conclusion and future work are given in Section 12.
2. Preliminaries
The kinematics of the vehicles are described by the velocity, position and the direction, which are
expressed on the manifold space and identified by different frames. The velocity and position can
be represented by the vectors and the attitude in the 3-dimensional vector space can be represented
by the direction cosine matrix (DCM). This three quantities can be reformulated as an element of
the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. Meanwhile, the vector v
c
ab describes the vector points from point a to
point b and expressed in the c frame. The direction cosine matrix Cfd represents the rotation from
the d frame to the f frame. Therefore, we summarize the commonly used frames in the inertial
navigation and give detailed navigation equations in both the NED frame and the ECEF frame.
2.1. The SE2(3) Matrix Lie Group
The SE2(3) matrix Lie group is also called the group of direct spatial isometries [10] and it repre-
sents the space of matrices that apply a rigid body rotation and 2 translations to points in R3. More-
over, the group SE2(3) has the structure of the semidirect product of SO(3) group by R
3 ×R3 and




[11]. The relationship between the Lie algebra





























∈ R9, φ, ϑ, ζ ∈ R3 (1)
The exponential mapping from the Lie algebra to the corresponding Lie group is given as













































where φ× denotes the skew-symmetric matrix generated from a 3D vector φ ∈ R3; expG denotes
the matrix exponential mapping; J is the left Jacobian matrix of the 3D orthogonal rotation matrices
group SO(3) which is given by.
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SE2(3) is common used as the extended poses (orientation, velocity, position) for 3-dimensional
inertial navigation.
2.2. Uncertainty and Concentrated Gaussian Distribution on Matrix Lie Group SE2(3)
The uncertainties on matrix Lie group SE2(3) can be represented by left multiplication and right
multiplication
left multiplication : Tl = T̂ expG(Λ(εl)) = T̂ expG(Λ(εl))T̂
−1T̂ = expG(Λ(AdT̂ (εl)))T̂
right multiplication : Tr = expG(Λ(εr))T̂
(5)
Therefore, the probability distributions for the random variables T ∈ SE2(3) can be defined
as left-invariant concentrated Gaussian distribution on SE2(3) and right-invariant concentrated
Gaussian distribution on SE2(3):
left-invariant : T ∼ NL(T̂ , P ), Tl = T̂ expG(Λ(εl)), εl ∼ N (0, P )
right-invariant : T ∼ NR(T̂ , P ), Tr = expG(Λ(εr))T̂ , εr ∼ N (0, P )
(6)
where N (·, ·) is the classical Gaussian distribution in Euclidean space and P ∈ R3(K+1)×3(K+1)
is a covariance matrix. The invariant property can be verified by expG(Λ(εr)) = (TrΓ)(T̂Γ)
−1 =
TrT̂
−1 and expG(Λ(εl)) = (ΓT̂ )
−1(ΓTl) = T̂
−1Tl. The noise-free quantity T̂ is viewed as the
mean, and the dispersion arises through left multiplication or right multiplication with the matrix
exponential of a zero mean Gaussian random variable.
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2.3. Reference Frames
The commonly used reference frames [12] in inertial-integrated navigation system are summarized
in this section.
Earth-Centered-Inertial (ECI) Frames (i-frame) is an ideal frame of reference in which ideal
accelerometers and gyroscopes fixed to the i-frame have zero outputs and it has its origin at the
center of the Earth and axes that are non-rotating with respect to the fixed stars with its z-axis
parallel to the spin axis of the Earth, x-axis pointing towards the mean vernal equinox, and y-axis
completing a right-handed orthogonal frame.
Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) Frames (e-frame) has its origin at the center of mass of
the Earth and axes that are fixed with respect to the Earth. Its x-axis points towards the mean
meridian of Greenwich, z-axis is parallel to the mean spin axis of the Earth, and y-axis completes
a right-handed orthogonal frame.
Navigation Frames (n-frame) is a local geodetic frame which has its origin coinciding with
that of the sensor frame, with its x-axis pointing towards geodetic north, z-axis orthogonal to the
reference ellipsoid pointing down, and y-axis completing a right-handed orthogonal frame, i.e. the
north-east-down (NED) system. The local geodetic coordinate system can be represented by north
coordinate X, east coordinate Y and height Z (XYZ, units:m, m, m), or by latitude ϕ, longitude λ
and height h (LLH, unit: rad, rad, m), and longitude and latitude can be converted one-to-one to
XY.
Body Frames (b-frame) is an orthogonal axis set which is fixed onto the vehicle and rotate with
it, therefore, it is aligned with the roll, pitch and heading axes of a vehicle, i.e. forward-transversal-
down.
2.4. The gravitational vectors in different frames
The gravitational vector in ECI frame is given as
giib = G
i
ib − (ωiie×)2rieb (7)
where giib is the gravity vector expressed in ECI frame and it is sometimes referred to as ”plumb-
bob gravity” [14]; Giib is the gravitational vector expressed in the ECI frame.
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ib − Cei (ωiie×)C ieCei (ωiie×)C ieCei rieb = Geib − (ωeie×)2reeb (8)
where geib is the gravity vector expressed in ECEF frame; G
e
ib is the gravitational vector expressed
in the ECEF frame.The perturbation on the gravity δgnib can be written as [18]
δgeib , g̃
e




where µ is defined in Chapter2 of [18].









ib − Cni (ωiie×)C inCni (ωiie×)C inCni rieb = Gnib − (ωnie×)2rneb (10)
where gnib is the gravity vector expressed in navigation frame; G
n
ib is the gravitational vector ex-
pressed in the navigation frame. The perturbation on the gravity δgnib can be written with a simpli-
fied inverse gravity modal as [12]
δgnib , g̃
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RMRN is the Gaussian mean Earth radius of curvature; δrD is perturbation of the error
position vector δrneb in the down direction of NED frame.
2.5. NED Navigation Equations when position is represented in terms of LLH
The attitude in the NED frame can be represented by the DCM Cnb , The differential equation of
Cnb and C
b











where ωbib is the angular rate vector of the body frame relative to the inertial frame expressed in
the body frame; ωnin is the angular rate vector of the navigation frame relative to the inertial frame
expressed in the navigation frame.
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ib − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] vneb + gnib (14)
where ωnie is the earth rotation vector expressed in the navigation frame; f
b
ib is the specific force
vector in navigation frame; ωnen = ω
n
in − ωnie is the angular rate vector of the navigation frame
relative to the earth frame expressed in the navigation frame which is also call the transport rate;
and gnib is the gravity vector.
The differential equation of the velocity error with all parameters expressed in the navigation





ib)× φn + Cnb δf bib − (2ωnie + ωnen)× δvneb − (2δωnie + δωnen)× vneb + δgnib (15)
where δvneb and φ
n are the velocity error vector and attitude error vector, respectively; δωnie and





n is the normal
gravity error in the local navigation frame.
ωnie and ω
n























































































where ωie = 0.000072921151467rad/s is the magnitude of the earth’s rotation angular rate; vN
and vE are velocities in the north and east direction, respectively; h is ellipsoidal height; RM and
RN are radii of curvature in the meridian and prime vertical; ϕ̇ =
vN
RM+h
and λ̇ = vE
(RN+h) cosϕ
are
used in the derivation.
When the position vector is expressed in terms of the geodetic latitude ϕ, longitude λ, and


















































The corresponding position error differential equation can be written as [13]








(RN + h) cosϕ
δϕ− vE
(RN + h)2 cosϕ
δh+
1




where δϕ, δλ, and δh are the latitude error, the longitude error, and the height error respectively.
Therefore, the matrix form of the position error differential equation in terms of the geodetic
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2.6. NED Navigation Equations when position is represented in terms of XYZ
The position error state expressed in radians is usually very small, which will cause numerical
instability in Kalman filtering calculation. Therefore, it is usually to represent the position error






























The differential equation of the position vector in the XYZ local-level navigation frame is given
by [12]
δṙN = (ṘM + ḣ)δϕ+ (RM + h)δϕ̇
δṙE = (RN + h) cosϕδλ̇− (RN + h) sinϕδλϕ̇+ (ṘN + ḣ) cosϕδλ
δṙD = −δḣ
(24)
Substituting position differential equation (17) and position error differential equation (18) into
above equation, we can get the matrix form of the the position error differential equation in terms

































































= δṙneb = −ωnenδrneb + δθ × vneb + δvneb = Frrδrneb + δvneb
(25)








































ne×)reeb + Cne veeb = −ωnen × rneb + vneb (27)
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2.7. Another NED Navigation Equations when position is represented in terms of XYZ





equations are also considered. The differential equation for the attitude Cnb has been given in




ib, the differential equation of the












ib = (−ωnin×)Cni viib+Cni (C ibf bib+Giib) = −ωnin×vnib+Cnb f bib+Gnib
(31)














ib = −ωnin × rnib + vnib (32)
2.8. ECEF Navigation Equations when position is represented in terms of XYZ
















ib − 2ωeie × veeb + geib (35)





2.9. Another ECEF Navigation Equations with position represented as XYZ



















eb. The differential equation of the attitude C
e
b has




ib, so the differential






















= (−ωeie×)veib + CeiC ibf bib + CeiGiib = (−ωeie×)veib + Cebf bib +Geib
(37)
where Geib is the gravity acceleration expressed in the ECEF frame.





ib = (−ωeie×)Cei riib + Cei ṙiib = (−ωeie×)reib + veib (38)






























ie×)2reib − (ωeie)× veib = Cebf bib +Geib − (ωeie)× veib
(40)
This result is the same as the equation(37).
In the end, we get different differential equations of the attitude, velocity and the position in
the ECEF frame.
2.10. Sensor Error Modeling
If the biases, scale factors, and non-orthogonalities of the accelerometers and gyroscopes are con-
sidered, then the uncertainty of the sensors can be expressed as [12]
δf bib = ba + diag(f
b
ib)sa + Γaγa





where ba and bg are residual biases of the accelerometers and gyroscopes, respectively; sa and sg
are the scale factors of the accelerometers and gyroscopes, respectively; γa and γg are the non-
orthogonalities of the accelerometer triad and gyroscope triad, respectively. diag(a) represents the
diagonal matrix form of a 3-dimensional vector a. Γa and Γg can be found in [12]. The random
constant, the random walk and the first-order Gauss-Markov models are typically used in modeling
the inertial sensor errors [12].
The sensor errors of the accelerometers and gyroscopes for consumer-grade inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU) are modeled as one-order Gauss-Markov model:
δf bib = ba + wa, ḃa = −
1
τa
ba + wba (42)
δωbib = bg + wg, ḃg = −
1
τg
bg + wbg (43)
where wa and wg are the Gaussian white noises of the accelerometers and gyroscopes, respec-
tively; wba and wbg are the Gaussian white noises of the accelerometer biases and gyroscope bi-
ases, respectively; τa and τg are the correlation times of accelerometer biases and gyroscope biases,
respectively.
Of course, the sensor errors of accelerometers and gyroscopes can also be modeled as random
constant process for intermediate-grade IMU and the navigation-grade IMU:
δf bib = ba + wa, ḃa = 0 (44)
δωbib = bg + wg, ḃg = 0 (45)
3. SE2(3) based EKF framework for Inertial-integrated Navigation
As the error can be defined by the multiplication of the element and its inverse on matrix manifold.
The error state can be defined in one of four ways: η = X̃X−1, η = XX̃−1, η = X̃−1X , and η =
X−1X̃ . The first two error states are left invariant, the last two error states are right invariant. While
the first and fourth error state definitions are similar to the error definition in Euclidean space, that
is the estimated value minus the true value, and the second and third error state definitions are
similar to the error definition in Euclidean space, that is the true value minus the estimated value.
Different error state definition will lead to different error state dynamical equations. Therefore,
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we give a SE2(3) based EKF framework first, then the specific error differential equations is
derived according to the different error state definition and different frames. There are four kinds
of dynamic equations in NED frame and ECEF frame and four error state definitions on the matrix
Lie group, and the SE2(3) based EKF will be adopted to any combination of the frames and error
state definitions.


































where Cba represents the attitude matrix; v
b
ca represents the velocity vectors expressed in b frame, it
can be the ECI frame, the ECEF frame or navigation frame in the navigation problem; rbca repre-
sents the position vectors expressed in b frame. Different applications require different frames to
represent the attitude, velocity, and position. Consequently, different error state dynamic equations
can be derived. Furthermore, we can design different velocity transformation to obtain the transi-
tion matrix with nice property, such as eliminating the specific force term in state transition matrix
by defining new velocity errors [4].
As we can see, each of these quantities in the matrix Lie group SE2(3) has its own physical
explanation. This is reasonable and nature to describe the physical quantities in the world in a
compact mathematical formula and leverage its property by the mathematical tools. Therefore, we
give the error state in the matrix Lie group SE2(3) as the multiplication of one element and its
inverse, denoted as
η = f(X , X̃ ) (47)
where f(·, ·) is a mapping defined as SE2(3) × SE2(3) → SE2(3); η is also an element of the
matrix Lie group SE2(3) according to the closure property of the group.
As the operation of the matrix Lie group SE2(3) is the matrix multiplication. f(·, ·) can be one
of the four error state definitions declared previously. Moreover, no matter whichever error state is
defined, both the new velocity and new position terms in the error state η take the attitude difference
into account and lead to common frame representation. Barrau [15] studied the autonomy of
the error state in his dissertation. We will also leverage the group-affine property of the error
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state dynamic equations. Moreover, this motivates us to design new modified error state dynamic
equations on different frames.
On the other side, the Lie algebra can be converted to the matrix Lie group by the matrix
exponential mapping. We can define a vector in Euclidean space and map it to the error state in the


































































where J is the left Jacobian of the expG(φ×), φ is the attitude error state vector defined in the
Euclidean space; ρv is the velocity error state vector defined in the Euclidean space; ρr is the







state error vector defined on the Euclidean space that corresponding to the error state η which is
defined on the matrix Lie group. J can be approximated as J ≈ I3×3 if ||φ|| is small enough.
It is obvious the state error can be converted to the Euclidean space by explicit analytical
expression by the Lie group and Lie algebra theory. Then, we can derive the differential equations
for the new attitude error state φ, the new velocity error state Jρv, and the new position error state
Jρr. If J ≈ I3×3, then Jρv ≈ ρv and Jρr ≈ ρr and we get the differential equations for the error
state on the Euclidean space.
Once the new error state dynamic equations for the attitude, velocity, and position are obtained,
we construct the measurement matrix according to the new error states corresponding to different
measurement sensors. As an example, we only consider the observation model with global navi-
gation satellite system (GNSS) position estimation results as the observation values, but different
measurement sensors such as odometry and GNSS velocity observation, can be formulated simi-
larly.
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4. SE2(3) based EKF for NED Navigation
4.1. SE2(3) based EKF for NED Navigation with navigation Frame Attitude Error
The velocity vector vneb, position vector r
n
eb, and attitude matrix C
n
b can formula as the element of


















































Therefore, the differential equation of the X can be calculated as
d
dt






















































































It is easy to verify that the dynamical equation fut(X ) is group-affine and the group-affine
system owns the log-linear property of the corresponding error propagation [10]:
fut(XA)XB + XAfut(XB)− XAfut(Id)XB
=(XAW1 +W2XA)XB + XA(XBW1 +W2XB)−XA(W1 +W2)XB
=XAXBW1 +W2XAXB , fut(XAXB)
(53)
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Similar to the state error defined in the Euclidean space, i.e. the difference of the truth minus
the estimate, we can define the state error on the matrix Lie group as the group operation that the
true state multiplies the inverse of the estimated state, i.e. η = XX̃−1, this is where all the errors
are defined in the navigation frame. It is obvious that the error defined on the matrix Lie group is
right invariant by the right action of the matrix Lie group and it is verified by η = (XR)(X̃R)−1 =
XX̃−1, ∀R ∈ SE2(3). Therefor we can define the state error on the matrix Lie group by attitude
error component, the velocity error component and the position error component as follows

































where ηa is the attitude error expressed in the navigation frame; ηv is the velocity error expressed
in the navigation frame; ηr is the position error expressed in the navigation frame.
According to the matrix exponential mapping from the Lie algebra to the matrix Lie group, the



































































where φn is the attitude error expressed in the navigation frame; Λ(·) represents a linear isomor-
phism between the vector space R9 and the Lie algebra se2(3); expG represents the matrix expo-







the Lie algebra corresponding to the state error η; expG(φ
n×) is the Rodriguez formula of the
rotation vector; J is the left Jacobian matrix of the Rodriguez formula and can be calculated by
expG(φ


















(φn×), φ = ||φn|| (57)
Comparing equation (54) and equation (55), we can get
ηa = Cnb C̃
b
n = expG(φ
n×) ≈ I3×3 + φn×, if ||φn|| is small (58)
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ηv = Jρnv = v
n
eb−Cnb C̃bnṽneb ≈ vneb−(I3×3+φn×)ṽneb = −δvneb−φn× ṽneb = −δvneb+ ṽneb×φn (59)
ηr = Jρnr = r
n
eb−Cnb C̃bnr̃neb ≈ rneb− (I3×3+φn×)r̃neb = −δrneb−φn× r̃neb = −δrneb+ r̃neb×φn (60)
It is obvious from the above equations we can find the new state error definition is different
from the traditional state error definition. The new state error takes into account the magnitude
and direction difference of the state vectors in both the true navigation frame and the calculated
navigation frame. This is a new perspective of the common frame error definition by a more
sophisticated formula that using the difference of two elements form the SE2(3) matrix Lie group.
This is more nature for the navigation system modeling as the state truly evolves on the SE2(3)
matrix Lie group and reasonable for the error definition for all inertial-integrated navigation as
orientation variations may lead inconsistent error [3]. Meanwhile, it is also worth noting that this
new error definition extends the ST-EKF [5] by redefining the position error.
Now, we consider the differential equations for the attitude error, velocity error, and position
error which can form a element of the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. On the one hand, by taking
































ib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn





≈δωnin ×+(φn × ωnin)×+(φn×)(δωnin×)− δωnib × (I + φn×)
≈δωnin ×+(φn × ωnin)×−δωnib×
(61)
where the 2-order small quantities (φn×)(δωnin×) and (δωnib×)(φn×) are neglected at the last step;




in − ωnin; δωbib is defined as δωbib , ω̃bib − ωbib.






n×) = φ̇n× (62)
Therefore, the state error differential equation for the attitude error can be written as follows
φ̇n = δωnin + (φ
n × ωnin)− δωnib = −ωnin × φn + δωnin − Cnb δωbib (63)
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By taking differential of velocity error ηv with respect to time and substituting equation (14)
















eb − Cnb C̃bn ˙̃vneb
=Cnb f
b










ib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn
]
ṽneb
=− Cnb (f̃ bib − f bib)− [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] (Cnb C̃bnṽneb + ηv) + Cnb C̃bn [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] ṽneb
+ (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bnṽneb − Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)ṽneb − Cnb (ωbib×)C̃bnṽneb + Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bnṽneb
+ (gnib − Cnb C̃bng̃nib)
≈− Cnb δf bib − (ωnie×)Cnb C̃bnṽneb − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nie×)ṽneb
− Cnb (ωbib − ω̃bib)CbnCnb C̃bnṽneb + (gnib − g̃nib)− φn × g̃nib
≈− Cnb δf bib − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv + δωnie × ṽneb − (ωnie×)(φn×)ṽneb + (φn×)(ωnie×)ṽneb
+ φn × δωnie × ṽneb + (Cnb δωbib)× (vneb − ηv) + (Cnb δωbib)× φn × ṽneb − δgnib − φn × g̃nib
=− Cnb δf bib − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv + δωnie × ṽneb − (ωnie × φn)× ṽneb + φn × δωnie × ṽneb
+ (Cnb δω
b
ib)× vneb − (Cnb δωbib)× ηv − δgnib − φn × g̃nib
≈− Cnb δf bib − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv − ṽneb × δωnie + (ṽneb×)(ωnie×)φn
− vneb × (Cnb δωbib)− δgn + g̃nib × φn
(64)
where 2-order small quantities (Cnb δω
b
ib)×ηv and φn×δωnie× ṽneb are neglected at the last step; δf bib
is defined as δf bib , f̃
b
ib − f bib; δωnie is defined as δωnie , ω̃nie − ωnie; δgnib is defined as δgnib , g̃nib − gnib
and it can be neglected as the change of gnib is quite small for carrier’s local navigation.
Remark 1 The perturbation on the gravity can be taken into consideration by equation(9) with
ECEF frame and equation(11) with NED frame.
As we can see that there is no specific force term f bib in the relationship between the attitude
error term and the velocity error term. The result and merits have been shown in ST-EKF [5].
By taking differential of position error ηr with respect to time and substituting equation (27)
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eb − Cnb C̃bn ˙̃rneb





ib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn
]
r̃neb
=− (ωnen×)(Cnb C̃bnr̃neb + ηr) + (vneb − Cnb C̃bnṽneb) + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nen×)r̃neb
+ (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bnr̃neb − Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)r̃neb − Cnb (ωbib×)C̃bnr̃neb + Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bnr̃neb
=− ωnen × ηr + ηv + (ωnie×)Cnb C̃bnr̃neb − Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nie×)r̃neb + Cnb (δωbib×)C̃bnr̃neb
≈− ωnen × ηr + ηv + (ωnie×)(φn×)r̃neb − (φn×)(ωnie×)r̃neb − δωnie × r̃neb
− φn × δωnie × r̃neb + δωnib × rneb − δωnib × ηr
=− ωnen × ηr + ηv + (ωnie × φn)× r̃neb − δωnie × r̃neb − φn × δωnie × r̃neb
+ δωnib × rneb − δωnib × ηr
≈− ωnen × ηr + ηv − (r̃neb×)(ωnie×)φn + r̃neb × δωnie − rneb × (Cnb δωbib)
(65)
where 2-order small quantities (Cnb δω
b
ib)× ηr and φn × δωnie × r̃neb are neglected at the last step.
With the new definition of the attitude error, velocity error, and position error, we substitute
equation (59) and equation (60) into equation (29) and equation (30):
δωnie =M1δr
n
eb = −M1(ηr − r̃neb × φn) (66)




eb = −(M1 +M3)(ηr − r̃neb × φn)−M2(ηv − ṽneb × φn) (67)
Consequently, the state error dynamical equations with respect to the navigation frame can be
written as follows
φ̇n = −ωnin × φn − (M1 +M3)(ηr − r̃neb × φn)−M2(ηv − ṽneb × φn)− Cnb (bg + wg)




ηv =− Cnb (ba + wa)− [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv + (ṽneb×)M1(ηr − r̃neb × φn)
+ (ṽneb×)(ωnie×)φn − ṽneb × (Cnb (bg + wg)) + g̃nib × φn
=(ṽneb×)M1ηr − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv − ṽneb × (Cnb (bg + wg))





ηr =− ωnen × ηr + ηv − (r̃neb×)(ωnie×)φn
− r̃neb ×M1(ηr − r̃neb × φn)− r̃neb × (Cnb (bg + wg))
=− (r̃neb ×M1 + (ωnen×))ηr + ηv − ((r̃neb×)(ωnie×)− (r̃neb×)M1(r̃neb×))φn
− r̃neb × (Cnb (bg + wg))
(70)
If the position is represented in terms of LLH, δωnie and δω
n




r − r̃leb × φn) (71)




eb = (N1 +N3)(η
r − r̃leb × φn) +N2(ηv − ṽneb × φn) (72)
Then, the new differential equations of attitude error, velocity error and position error can be
calculated as





(ωnin×) +N2(ṽneb×) + (N1 +N3)(r̃leb×)
)




ηv =− Cnb (ba + wa)− [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv − (ṽneb×)N1(ηr − r̃leb × φn)
+ (ṽneb×)(ωnie×)φn − ṽneb × (Cnb (bg + wg)) + g̃nib × φn
=− (ṽneb×)N1ηr − [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] ηv − ṽneb × (Cnb (bg + wg))
+
(
(ṽneb×)N1(r̃leb×) + (ṽneb×)(ωnie×) + (g̃nib×)
)







(rleb − Cnb C̃bnr̃leb) ≈
d
dt

























+ (r̃leb×)(N1 +N3)ηr + (r̃leb×)N2ηv
− (r̃leb×)
(
(ωnin×) +N2(ṽneb×) + (N1 +N3)(r̃leb×)
)
























+ (r̃leb×)(ωnin×) + (r̃leb×)N2(ṽneb×)
+(r̃leb×)(N1 +N3)(r̃leb×)
)
φn − (r̃leb×)Cnb (bg + wg)
(75)
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4.2. SE2(3) based EKF for NED Navigation with estimated navigation frame Attitude Er-
ror
If we define the state error as the group operator that the estimate multiplies the truth, then ε =
(X̃R)(XR)−1 = X̃X−1, ∀R ∈ SE2(3). This is where all the errors are defined in the estimated
navigation frame.

































where εa is the attitude error expressed in the estimated navigation frame; εv is the velocity
error expressed in the estimated navigation frame; εr is the position error expressed in the estimated
navigation frame.
According to the matrix exponential mapping from the Lie algebra to the matrix Lie group, the









































































represents the Lie algebra corresponding to the state error ε.
Comparing equation (76) with equation (77), we can get
εa = expG(φ
ñ×) = C̃nb Cbn ≈ I3×3 + φñ×, if ||φñ|| is small (78)
εv = Jρñv = ṽ
n
eb − C̃nb Cbnvneb ≈ ṽneb − (I3×3 + φñ×)vneb = δvneb − φñ × vneb = δvneb + vneb × φñ (79)
εr = Jρñr = r̃
n
eb − C̃nb Cbnrneb ≈ r̃neb − (I3×3 + φñ×)rneb = δrneb − φñ × rneb = δrneb + rneb × φñ (80)
Now, we consider the differential equations for the attitude error, velocity error, and position
error which can form a element of the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. On the one hand, by taking
22
































ib×)Cbn − (ω̃nin×)C̃nb Cbn + C̃nb Cbn(ωnin×)− C̃nb (ωbib×)Cbn
≈C̃nb ((ω̃bib − ωbib)×)Cbn − ((ωnin + δωnin)×)(I3×3 + φn×) + (I3×3 + φn×)(ωnin×)
≈(I + φn×)(δωnib×)− (δωnin×) + (φn × ωnin)×−(δωnin×)(φn×)
≈− δωnin ×+(φn × ωnin)×+δωnib×
(81)
where the 2-order small quantities (δωnin×)(φn×) and (φn×)(δωnib×) are neglected at the last step;




in − ωnin; δωbib is defined as δωbib , ω̃bib − ωbib.






n×) = φ̇n× (82)
Therefore, the state error differential equation for the attitude error can be written as follows
φ̇n = −δωnin + (φn × ωnin) + δωnib = −ωnin × φn − δωnin + Cnb δωbib (83)
By taking differential of velocity error ηv with respect to time and substituting equation (79)
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ib − f bib)− [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] (εv + C̃nb Cbnvneb) + C̃nb Cbn [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] vneb
− C̃nb (ω̃bib×)Cbnvneb + (ω̃nin×)C̃nb Cbnvneb − C̃nb Cbn(ωnin×)vneb + C̃nb (ωbib×)Cbnvneb
+ (g̃nib − C̃nb Cbngnib)
≈C̃nb δf bib − (ω̃nie×)C̃nb Cnb vneb − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv + C̃nb Cbn(ωnie×)vneb
− C̃nb CbnCnb (ω̃bib − ωbib)Cbnvneb + (g̃nib − gnib)− φn × gnib
≈Cnb δf bib − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv − δωnie × vneb − (ωnie×)(φn×)vneb + (φn×)(ωnie×)vneb
− δωnie × φn × vneb − (Cnb δωbib)× vneb − φn × (Cnb δωbib)× vneb + δgnib + gnib × φn
=C̃nb δf
b
ib − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv − δωnie × vneb − (ωnie × φn)× vneb − δωnie × φn × vneb
− (Cnb δωbib)× vneb − φn × (Cnb δωbib)× vneb + δgnib + gnib × φn
≈C̃nb δf bib − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv + vneb × δωnie + (vneb×)(ωnie×)φn
+ (vneb×)Cnb δωbib + δgnib + gnib × φn
(84)
where 2-order small quantities φn × (Cnb δωbib) × vneb and ωnie × φn × δṽneb are neglected at the last




ib − f bib; δωnie is defined as δωnie , ω̃nie − ωnie; δgn is defined as
δgnib , g̃
n
ib − gnib and it can be neglected as the change of gnib is quite small for carrier’s local
navigation.
By taking differential of position error ηr with respect to time and substituting equation (80)
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eb − C̃nb Cbnṙneb





ib×)Cbn − (ω̃nin×)C̃nb Cbn + C̃nb Cbn(ωnin×)− C̃nb (ωbib×)Cbn
]
rneb
=− (ω̃nen×)(C̃nb Cbnrneb + εr) + (ṽneb − C̃nb Cbnvneb) + C̃nb Cbn(ωnen×)rneb
+ (ω̃nin×)C̃nb Cbnrneb − C̃nb Cbn(ωnin×)rneb − C̃nb (ω̃bib×)Cbnrneb + C̃nb (ωbib×)Cbnrneb
=− ω̃nen × εr + εv + (ω̃nie×)C̃nb Cbnrneb − C̃nb Cbn(ωnie×)rneb − C̃nb (δωbib×)Cbnrneb
≈− ω̃nen × εr + εv + (ωnie×)(φn×)rneb − (φn×)(ωnie×)rneb + δωnie × rneb
+ δωnie × φn × rneb − δωnib × rneb − φn × δωnib × rneb
=− ω̃nen × εr + εv + (ωnie × φn)× rneb + δωnie × rneb
+ δωnie × φn × rneb − δωnib × rneb − φn × δωnib × rneb
≈− ω̃nen × εr + εv − (rneb×)(ωnie×)φn − rneb × δωnie + rneb × (Cnb δωbib)
(85)
where 2-order small quantities φn × (Cnb δωbib) × rneb and δωnie × φn × rneb are neglected at the last
step.




r − rneb × φn) (86)




eb = (M1 +M3)(ε
r − rneb × φn) +M2(εv − vneb × φn) (87)
Consequently, the state error dynamical equations with respect to the estimated navigation
frame can be written as follows
φ̇n = −ωnin × φn − (M1 +M3)(εr − rneb × φn)−M2(εv − vneb × φn) + Cnb (bg + wg)




εv =Cnb (ba + wa)− [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv + (vneb×)M1(ηr − rneb × φn)
+ (vneb×)(ωnie×)φn + vneb × (Cnb (bg + wg)) + gnib × φn
=(vneb×)M1εr − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv + vneb × (Cnb (bg + wg))





εr =− ωnen × εr + εv − (rneb×)(ωnie×)φn
− rneb ×M1(εr − rneb × φn) + rneb × (Cnb (bg + wg))
=− (rneb ×M1 + (ωnen×))εr + εv − ((rneb×)(ωnie×)− (rneb×)M1(rneb×))φn
+ rneb × (Cnb (bg + wg))
(90)
If the position is represented in terms of LLH, δωnie and δω
n




r − rleb × φn) (91)




eb = (N1 +N3)(η
r − rleb × φn) +N2(ηv − vneb × φn) (92)
Then, the new differential equations of attitude error, velocity error and position error can be
calculated as
φ̇n = −ωnin × φn − (N1 +N3)(ηr − r̃leb × φn)−N2(ηv − ṽneb × φn) + Cnb (bg + wg)








εv =Cnb (ba + wa)− [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv + (vneb×)N1(εr − rleb × φn)
+ (vneb×)(ωnie×)φn + (vneb×)(Cnb (bg + wg)) + gnib × φn
=(vneb×)N1εr − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] εv + vneb × (Cnb (bg + wg))
+
(
−(vneb×)N1(rleb×) + (vneb×)(ωnie×) + (gnib×)
)







(r̃leb − C̃nb Cbnrleb) ≈
d
dt





















− (rleb×)(N1 +N3)εr − (rleb×)N2εv
− (rleb×)
(
(ωnin×) +N2(ṽneb×) + (N1 +N3)(r̃leb×)
)
φn + (rleb×)Cnb (bg + wg)
=
(











eb×) +Nrv(vneb×)− ((Nrvvneb)×) + (rleb×)(ωnin×) + (rleb×)N2(vneb×)
+(rleb×)(N1 +N3)(rleb×)
)
φn + (rleb×)Cnb (bg + wg)
(95)
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4.3. SE2(3) based EKF for NED Navigation with Body Frame Attitude Error
When the error state is left invariant by the left group action, this is the world-centric estimator
formulation and is suitable for sensors such as GNSS, 5G, etc. If the error state is converted to the
true body frame, i.e., εl = (LX )−1(LX̃ ) = X−1X̃ ∈ SE2(3), then
















































































































sents the Lie algebra corresponding to the state error εl.
Comparing equation (96) and equation (97), we can get
εa = expG(φ
b×) = CbnC̃nb ≈ I3×3 + φb×, if ||φb|| is small (98)




eb − vneb) = Cbnδvneb (99)




eb − rneb) = Cbnδrneb (100)
Now, we consider the differential equations for the attitude error, velocity error, and position
error which can form a element of the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. On the one hand, by taking
27
































in×)C̃nb − (ωbib×)CbnC̃nb + CbnC̃nb (ω̃bib×)− Cbn(ω̃nin×)C̃nb
≈− (ωbib×)(I3×3 + φb×) + (I3×3 + φb×)(ω̃bib×)− Cbn((ω̃nin − ωnin)×)C̃nb
=− ωbib ×−(ωbib×)(φb×) + ω̃bib ×+(φb×)(ω̃bib×)− Cbn(δωnin×)Cnb CbnC̃nb
≈δωbib ×+(φb × ωbib)×+(φb×)(δωbib×)− δωbin ×−(δωbin×)(φb×)
≈δωbib ×+(φb × ωbib)×−δωbin×
(101)
where the 2-order small quantities (φb×)(δωbib×) and (δωbin×)(φb×) are neglected at the last step;




in − ωnin; δωbib is defined as δωbib , ω̃bib − ωbib.






b×) = φ̇b× (102)
Therefore, the state error differential equation for the attitude error can be written as follows
φ̇b = δωbib + (φ
b × ωbib)− δωbin = −ωbib × φb + δωbib − Cbnδωnin (103)
By taking differential of velocity error εv with respect to time and substituting equation (99)



































in×)δvneb − (ωbib×)Cbnδvneb + CbnC̃nb f̃ bib − Cbn [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] ṽneb + Cbng̃nib
− CbnCnb f bib + Cbn [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] vneb − Cbngnib
≈Cbn(ωnin×)δvneb − (ωbib×)Cbnδvneb + δf bib + φb × f̃ bib + Cbnδgnib
− Cbn(2ωnie + ωnen)× δvneb − Cbn(2δωnie + δωnen)× ṽneb
=− (ωbib×)εv + δf bib + φb × f̃ bib + Cbnδgnib − Cbnωnie × δvneb − Cbn(δωnie + δωnin)× ṽneb
=− (ωbib×)εv + δf bib + φb × f̃ bib + Cbnδgnib − (Cbnωnie)× εv + Cbnṽneb × (δωnie + δωnin)
(104)
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ib − f bib; δωnie is defined as δωnie , ω̃nie − ωnie; δgnib is defined
as δgnib , g̃
n
ib − gnib and it can be neglected as the change of gnib is quite small for carrier’s local
navigation.
By taking differential of position error εr with respect to time and substituting equation (100)






















n [(−ω̃nen × r̃neb + ṽneb)− (−ωnen × rneb + vneb)]
=Cbn(ω
n
in×)δrneb − (ωbib×)Cbnδrneb + Cbnδvneb − Cbn(ω̃nen × r̃neb − ωnen × rneb)
=Cbn(ω
n
in×)δrneb − (ωbib×)Cbnδrneb + Cbnδvneb − Cbn(δωnen × rneb + ω̃nen × δrneb)
=− (ωbib×)εr + εv + Cbnrneb × δωnen + Cbnωnie × δrneb − Cbn(δωnen × δrneb)
≈− (ωbib×)εr + εv + Cbnrneb × δωnen + (Cbnωnie)× εr
(105)
where 2-order small quantities Cbn(δω
n
en × δrneb) is neglected at the last step.
With the new definition of the attitude error, velocity error, and position error, we substitute


















Consequently, the state error dynamical equations with respect to the true body frame can be
written as follows:
φ̇b = −ωbib × φb + (bg + wg)− Cbn((M1 +M3)Cnb εr +M2Cnb εv)




εv =− (ωbib×)εv + δf bib + φb × f̃ bib + Cbnδgnib − (Cbnωnie)× εv
+ Cbnṽ
n
eb × (M1Cnb εr + (M1 +M3)Cnb εr +M2Cnb εv)
=Cbn(ṽ
n
eb×)(2M1 +M3)Cnb εr + (Cbn(ṽneb×)M2Cnb − (ωbib×)− (Cbnωnie)×)εv




















4.4. SE2(3) based EKF for NED Navigation with estimated Body Frame Attitude Error
If the state error is converted to the estimated body frame, i.e., εl = (LX̃ )−1(LX ) = X̃−1X ∈
SE2(3), the error is left invariant. The definition of the error on matrix Lie group as inverse of
the estimated state multiplies the true state is similar to the error defined on the Euclidean space as
true vector minus estimated vector.
The error state is given as















































































































represents the Lie algebra corresponding to the state error εe;
Comparing equation (111) and equation (112), we can get
εa = expG(φ
b̃×) = C̃bnCnb ≈ I3×3 + φb̃×, if ||φb̃|| is small (113)




eb − ṽneb) = −C̃bnδvneb (114)




eb − r̃neb) = −C̃bnδrneb (115)
Now, we consider the differential equations for the attitude error, velocity error, and position
error which can form a element of the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. On the one hand, by taking
30
































in×)Cnb − (ω̃bib×)C̃bnCnb + C̃bnCnb (ωbib×)− C̃bn(ωnin×)Cnb
≈− (ω̃bib×)(I3×3 + φb×) + (I3×3 + φb×)(ωbib×) + C̃bn((ω̃nin − ωnin)×)Cnb
=− ω̃bib ×−(ω̃bib×)(φb×) + ωbib ×+(φb×)(ωbib×) + C̃bnCnb Cbn(δωnin×)Cnb
≈− δωbib ×+(φb × ωbib)×−(δωbib×)(φb×) + δωbin ×+φb × (δωbin×)
≈− δωbib ×+(φb × ωbib)×+δωbin×
(116)
where the 2-order small quantities (δωbib×)(φb×) and (φb×)(δωbin×) are neglected at the last step;




in − ωnin; δωbib is defined as δωbib , ω̃bib − ωbib.






b̃×) = φ̇b̃× (117)
Therefore, the state error differential equation for the attitude error can be written as follows
φ̇b̃ = −δωbib + (φb̃ × ωbib) + δωbin = −ωbib × φb̃ − δωbib + Cbnδωnin (118)
By taking differential of velocity error εv with respect to time and substituting equation (114)































ib − [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] ṽneb + g̃n
]}
=− C̃bn(ω̃nin×)δvneb + (ω̃bib×)C̃bnδvneb + C̃bnCnb f bib − C̃bn [(2ωnie + ωnen)×] vneb + C̃bngn
− C̃bnC̃nb f̃ bib + C̃bn [(2ω̃nie + ω̃nen)×] ṽneb − C̃bng̃n





en)× δvneb + C̃bn(2δωnie + δωnen)× vneb
=− (ω̃bib×)εv − δf bib + φb × f bib − C̃bnδgn + C̃bn(ω̃nie×)C̃nb C̃bnδvneb + C̃bn(δωnie + δωnin)× vneb
=− (ω̃bib×)εv − δf bib + φb × f bib − C̃bnδgn − (C̃bnω̃nie)× εv − C̃bn(vneb×)(δωnie + δωnin)
≈− (ωbib×)εv − δf bib + φb × f bib − Cbnδgn − (Cbnωnie)× εv − Cbn(vneb×)(δωnie + δωnin)
(119)
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ib − f bib; δωnie is defined as δωnie , ω̃nie − ωnie; δgn is defined
as δgn , g̃n − gn and it can be neglected as the change of gn is quite small for carrier’s local
navigation.
By taking differential of position error εr with respect to time and substituting equation (115)






















n [(−ωnen × rneb + vneb)− (−ω̃nen × r̃neb + ṽneb)]
=− C̃bn(ω̃nin×)δrneb + (ω̃bib×)C̃bnδrneb − C̃bnδvneb + C̃bn(ω̃nen × r̃neb − ωnen × rneb)
=− C̃bn(ω̃nin×)δrneb + (ω̃bib×)C̃bnδrneb − C̃bnδvneb + C̃bn(δωnen × r̃neb + ωnen × δrneb)
=− (ω̃bib×)εr + εv − C̃bn(r̃neb×)δωnen − C̃bnωnie × C̃nb C̃bnδrneb − C̃bn(δωnin×)δrneb
≈− (ω̃bib×)εr + εv − C̃bn(r̃neb×)δωnen + (C̃bnωnie)× εr
≈− (ωbib×)εr + εv − Cbn(rneb×)δωnen + (Cbnωnie)× εr
(120)
where 2-order small quantities C̃bn(δω
n
in × δrneb) is neglected at the last step.
With the new definition of the attitude error, velocity error, and position error, we substitute
equation (114) and equation (115) into equation (29) and equation (30):
δωnie =M1δr
n
eb = −M1C̃nb εr (121)




eb = −(M1 +M3)C̃nb εr −M2C̃nb εv (122)
Consequently, the state error dynamical equations with respect to the true body frame can be
written as follows:
φ̇b = −ωbib × φb − (bg + wg) + Cbn(−(M1 +M3)C̃nb εr −M2C̃nb εv)




εv =− (ωbib×)εv − δf bib + φb × f bib − Cbnδgn − (Cbnωnie)× εv
+ Cbnv
n
eb × (M1Cnb εr + (M1 +M3)Cnb εr +M2Cnb εv)
=Cbn(v
n
eb×)(2M1 +M3)Cnb εr + (Cbn(vneb×)M2Cnb − (ωbib×)− (Cbnωnie)×)εv




















It is obvious that the only difference between the true body frame and the estimate body frame
lies in the δf bib term and the δω
b
ib term.
4.5. left-invariant measurement equation
The GNSS provides navigation information in a global frame and has the left-invariant measure-
ment equations on matrix Lie group. GNSS positioning solution gives the position coordinates of
the antenna phase center(or other reference point), while SINS’s mechanization gives the naviga-
tion results of the IMU measurement center. The two do not coincide physically, so the integrated
navigation needs to correct the lever arm effect. In the case of the arm lever error, we rearrange




























































, Xtb+ Vt (126)
where rnGNSS is the positioning result calculated by GNSS and expressed in the navigation frame;
lb is the lever arm measurement vector expressed in the body frame; rt is measurement white noise
with covariance Rt.
Then, the left-innovation can be defined as
zt = X̃−1t yt − b = X̃−1t (Xtb+ Vt)− b = εeb− b+ X̃−1t Vt


























































































computational efficiency, and H is independent of the system state, but only related to the known
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−1rt = Mtrt. It is worth noting that the
invariant-innovation can be termed as innovation expressed in the body frame.
Remark 2 From the definition of left-innovation, the inverse of the estimated system state is used
to multiply the measurement is reasonable as the we get the state-independent measurement matrix
H. Meanwhile, the form of the left-innovation can be viewed as analogous to the GNSS positioning
results minus the SINS predicted values which is .











+ Ṽt , Htδx+Mtrt (128)
where ξb represents error state about the bias term.















The covariance update can be calculated as
P+t = (I −KtHt)Pt(I −KtHt)T +KtMtRtMTt KTt (130)
4.6. SE2(3) based EKF measurement equation
In the SE2(3) based EKF, the measurement vector can be represented as the difference of the




GNSS − r̃nSINS = rnGNSS + rt − (r̃nimu + C̃nb lb)















− δrnimu + Cnb (φb̃×)lb + rt = −δrnimu + Cnb (φb̃×)lb + rt
=− δrneb − Cnb (lb×)φb̃ + rt = C̃nb Jρb̃r − Cnb (lb×)φb̃ + rt
≈C̃nb ρb̃r − C̃nb (lb×)φb̃ + rt , Hnewδx+ rt
(131)
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where Hnew is the SE2(3) based measurement matrix and is defined as
Hnew =
[
−C̃nb (lb×) 03×3 C̃nb 03×3 03×3
]
(132)
It is worth noting that the innovation is expressed in the navigation frame which is different from
the invariant-innovation defined in equation(127).
Comparing equation(128) and equation(132) we can find
Hnew = C̃
n
bHt ⇒ Ht = C̃bnHnew (133)
Then, by considering the Kalman filter gain in the SE2(3)-based EKF, the Kalman gain in the





















































As all the KF algorithms execute the reset state in closed loop after each measurement update
step, the error state will be set as ”zero” to indicate the nominal value is the same as the estima-
tion [13]. Consequently, there is no need to implement the error state prediction step after feedback
is made, and the correction of the error state can be described as
x̂ ≈ Kz z̃t + x = Ktz̃t (135)
Substituting equation(128) and equation(129) into the above equation, we can get



















=Knew(Hnewδx+ rt) = Knewδzl
(136)
Remark 3 It is obvious that the correction of the error state by the invariant-EKF and the SE2(3)
based EKF is the same. Therefore, the invariant-EKF can be viewed as the correction step of error
state in the body frame but the SE2(3) based EKF executes the correction of error state in the
navigation frame.
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Remark 4 Our SE2(3) based EKF can be used in H∞ filtering similar to the invariant extended
H∞ filter [16].
5. SE2(3) based EKF for another navigation frame




















where Cnb is the direction cosine matrix from the body frame to the navigation frame; v
n
ib is the
velocity of body relative to the ECI frame expressed in the navigation frame.
Then the dynamic equation fo the state X can be deduced as follows
d
dt






















































































































It is easy to verify that the group-affine property is satisfied. Now, let us consider the left
invariant error state and right invariant error state respectively.
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5.1. SE2(3) based EKF for navigation frame with body frame attitude error
The left-invariant error state is defined as












































































According to the exponential mapping from the Lie algebra to the Lie group, the error state of


















ib − rnib) = Cbnδrnib
(140)


































































where φb is the attitude error state; Jρbv is the new definition of velocity error state defined on the
Lie group; Jρbr is the new definition of position error state defined on the Lie group; ρv is the
velocity error state defined on the Euclidean space; ρr is the position error state defined on the
Euclidean space.
The differential equation of the attitude error state is given as
φ̇b = −ωbib × φb + δωbib − Cbnδωnin (142)
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in×)δvnib − (ωbib×)Cbnδvnib + CbnC̃nb f̃ b − f b + Cbn(G̃nib −Gnib)
− Cbnωnin × (ṽnib − vnib)− Cbn(δωnin×)ṽnib
=− (ωbib×)Jρbv − f̃ b × φb + δf b + Cbn(ṽnib×)δωnin + Cbn(G̃nib −Gnib)
≈− (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + δf b + Cbn(ṽnib×)δωnin
(143)
where the second order small quantity δf b × φb is neglected; Cbn(G̃nib −Gnib) can also be neglected.














in×)− (ωbib×)Cbn)δrnib + Cbn ((−ω̃nin × r̃nib + ṽnib)− (−ωnin × rnib + vnib))
=Cbn(ω
n
in×)δrnib − (ωbib×)Cbnδrnib + Cbn(ṽnib − vnib)− Cbn(δωnin × r̃nib)− Cbn(ωnin×)δrnib
=− (ωbib×)Jρbr + Jρbv + Cbn(r̃nib×)δωnin
(144)
5.2. SE2(3) based EKF for navigation frame with NED frame attitude error
The right-invariant error is defined as
































































ib − Cnb C̃bnr̃nib ≈ rnib − (I + φn×)r̃nib = r̃nib × φn − δrnib
(146)
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where φn is the attitude error state expressed in the navigation frame; ρv is the velocity error state
expressed in the Euclidean space; ρnr is the position error state expressed in the Euclidean space.
The differential equation of the attitude error state is given as
φ̇b = −ωbib × φb − δωbib + Cbnδωnin (148)
The differential equation of the velocity error state is given as
d
dt









ib − Cnb C̃bn ˙̃vnib
=− ωnin × vnib + Cnb f b +Gnib − Cnb C̃bn(−ω̃nin × ṽnib + C̃nb f̃ b + G̃nib)
− (Cnb (ωbib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn)ṽnib
=− ωnin × (vnib − Cnb C̃bnṽnib) + Cnb (f b − f̃ b) +Gnib − Cnb C̃bnG̃nib + Cnb (δωbib×)CbnCnb C̃bnṽnib
=− ωnin × Jρnv − Cnb δf b + Gnib × φn − δGnib + (Cnb δωbib)× (vnib − Jρnv )
=− ωnin × Jρnv − Cnb δf b + Gnib × φn − (vnib×)Cnb δωbib
(149)
where the second order small quantity (Cnb δω
b
ib)× Jρnv is neglected; δGnib can also be neglected.
The differential equation of the position error state is given as
d
dt









ib − Cnb C̃bn ˙̃rnib
=− ωnin × rnib + vnib − Cnb C̃bn(−ω̃nin × r̃nib + ṽnib)
− (Cnb (ωbib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn)r̃nib
=− ωnin × (rnib − Cnb C̃bnr̃nib) + (vnib − Cnb C̃bnṽnib) + Cnb δωbib × CbnCnb C̃bnr̃nib
=− ωnin × Jρnr + Jρnv + (Cnb δωbib)× (rnib − Jρnr )
≈− ωnin × Jρnr + Jρnv − (rnib×)Cnb δωbib
(150)
where the second order small quantity (Cnb δω
b
ib)× Jρnr is neglected
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6. SE2(3) based EKF for transformaed INS Mechanization in NED Frame





























ne×)reeb + Cne veeb = −ωnen × rneb + vneb (153)
where gnib is the gravity vector, and its relationship with the gravitational vector g
n is given by
gnib = G
n
ib − (ωnie)2rneb (154)





ie × rneb = vneb + Cne ωeie × rneb (155)










ib − (ωnin)× vneb +Gnib (157)
ṙneb = −ωnin × rneb + vneb (158)
Then defining the state composed by the attitude Cnb , the velocity v
n
eb, and the position r
n
eb as




















Therefore, equation(156), equation(157), equation(158) can be rewritten in a compact form as
d
dt























































































It is easy to verify that the dynamical equation(160) satisfies the group-affine property so that
the error state dynamical equation is independent of the global state. Next, the explicit error state
dynamical equation with left invariant error and right invariant error will be derived.
6.1. Invariant Error State Dynamical Equations
6.1.1. Left Invariant Error State Dynamical Equations
The left invariant error state defined on the matrix Lie group is calculated as






















































































































b) ≈ I + φb×











eb − r̃neb) = −C̃bnrneb
(164)




eb − vneb = ṽneb + ω̃nie × r̃neb − (vneb + Cne ωeie × rneb)
=δvneb + δω
n
ie × rneb + ωnie × δrneb + δωnie × δrneb ≈ δvneb + δωnie × rneb + ωnie × δrneb
(165)
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where the second order small quantity δωnie × δrneb is neglected.
Now, we consider the differential equations for the attitude error, velocity error, and position
error which can form a element of the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. On the one hand, by taking
































in×)Cnb − (ω̃bib×)C̃bnCnb + C̃bnCnb (ωbib×)− C̃bn(ωnin×)Cnb
≈− (ω̃bib×)(I3×3 + φb×) + (I3×3 + φb×)(ωbib×) + C̃bn((ω̃nin − ωnin)×)Cnb
=− ω̃bib ×−(ω̃bib×)(φb×) + ωbib ×+(φb×)(ωbib×) + C̃bnCnb Cbn(δωnin×)Cnb
≈− δωbib ×+(φb × ωbib)×−(δωbib×)(φb×) + δωbin ×+φb × (δωbin×)
≈− δωbib ×+(φb × ωbib)×+δωbin×
(166)
where the 2-order small quantities (δωbib×)(φb×) and (φb×)(δωbin×) are neglected at the last step;




in − ωnin; δωbib is defined as δωbib , ω̃bib − ωbib.






b×) = φ̇b× (167)
Therefore, the state error differential equation for the attitude error can be written as follows
φ̇b = −δωbib + (φb × ωbib) + δωbin = −ωbib × φb − δωbib + Cbnδωnin (168)
By taking differential of velocity error ηv with respect to time and substituting equation (164)
































































ib − f̃ bib + C̃bn(Gnib − G̃nib)
≈C̃bn(δωnin×)vneb − (ω̃bib×)C̃bn(vneb − ṽ
n
eb) + φ
b × f̃ bib + φb × δf bib − δf bib − C̃bnδGnib
≈− C̃bn(vneb×)δωnin − ω̃bib × Jρbv − f̃ bib × φb − δf bib
(169)
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ib − f bib; δωnie is defined as δωnie , ω̃nie − ωnie; δGnib is defined as
δGnib , G̃
n
ib − Gnib and it can be neglected as the change of Gnib is quite small for carrier’s local
navigation; the second order small quantity φb × δf bib is neglected.
By taking differential of position error εr with respect to time and substituting equation (164)




















(rneb − r̃neb) + C̃bn
[






in×)rneb − (ω̃bib×)C̃bnrneb − C̃bn(ω̃nin×)r̃neb + (ω̃bib×)C̃bnr̃neb





in×)rneb − (ω̃bib×)C̃bn(rneb − r̃neb) + (C̃bnvneb − C̃bnṽ
n
eb)
=− C̃bn(rneb×)δωnin − ω̃bib × Jρbr + Jρbv
(170)
With the new definition of the attitude error, velocity error, and position error, we substitute
equation (164) into equation (29):
δωnie =M1δr
n
eb = −M1C̃nb Jρbr (171)
Substituting equation(165) into equation(30), we can get























eb×)M1δrneb −M2ωnie × δrneb
=(M1 +M3 +M2(r
n





eb = K1(−C̃nb Jρbr) +K2(−C̃nb Jρbv) , −K1C̃nb Jρbr −K2C̃nb Jρbv
(172)
Consequently, the state error dynamical equations with respect to the true body frame can be
written as follows:
φ̇b = −ω̃bib × φb − (bg + wg) + C̃bn(−K1C̃nb Jρbr −K2C̃nb Jρbv)



















εr =− C̃bn(rneb×)(−K1C̃nb Jρbr −K2C̃nb Jρbv)− ω̃bib × Jρbr + Jρbv
=(C̃bn(r
n
eb×)K1C̃nb − (ω̃bib×))Jρbr + (C̃bn(rneb×)K2C̃nb + I3×3)Jρbv
(175)
6.1.2. Right Invariant Error State Dynamical Equations
The left invariant error state defined on the matrix Lie group is calculated as












































































































Comparing equation(176) and equation(177), we can get
ηa = Cnb C̃
b
n = expG(φ
n) ≈ I + φn×
ηv = Jρnv = v
n
eb − Cnb C̃bnṽ
n




eb × φn − δvneb
ηr = Jρnr = r
n
eb − Cnb C̃bnr̃neb ≈ rneb − (I + φn×)r̃neb = r̃neb × φn − δrneb
(178)
Now, we consider the differential equations for the attitude error, velocity error, and position
error which can form a element of the SE2(3) matrix Lie group. On the one hand, by taking
44
































ib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn





≈δωnin ×+(φn × ωnin)×+(φn×)(δωnin×)− δωnib × (I + φn×)
≈δωnin ×+(φn × ωnin)×−δωnib×
(179)
where the 2-order small quantities (φn×)(δωnin×) and (δωnib×)(φn×) are neglected at the last step;




in − ωnin; δωbib is defined as δωbib , ω̃bib − ωbib.






n×) = φ̇n× (180)
Therefore, the state error differential equation for the attitude error can be written as follows
φ̇n = δωnin + (φ
n × ωnin)− δωnib = −ωnin × φn + δωnin − Cnb δωbib (181)
By taking differential of velocity error ηv with respect to time and substituting equation (178)
























































ib − Cnb C̃bnG̃nib




ib − Cnb C̃bnG̃nib
≈− Cnb δf bib − ωnin × Jρnv + Cnb (δωbib×)Cbn(vneb − Jρnv ) +Gnib − (I + φn×)G̃nib
≈− Cnb δf bib − ωnin × Jρnv + (Cnb δωbib)× vneb + G̃nib × φn − δGnib
≈− Cnb δf bib − ωnin × Jρnv − (vneb×)Cnb δωbib + G̃nib × φn
(182)




ib − f bib; δωnie is defined as δωnie , ω̃nie − ωnie; δgn is defined as
δGnib , G̃
n
ib − Gnib and it can be neglected as the change of Gnib is quite small for carrier’s local
navigation; the second order small quantity (Cnb δω
b
ib)× Jρnv is also neglected.
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By taking differential of position error εr with respect to time and substituting equation (178)







rneb − Cnb C̃bnr̃neb
)


















ib×)C̃bn − (ωnin×)Cnb C̃bn + Cnb C̃bn(ω̃nin×)− Cnb (ω̃bib×)C̃bn
)
r̃neb







=− ωnin × Jρnr + Jρnv + Cnb (δωbib×)CbnCnb C̃bnr̃neb
=− ωnin × Jρnr + Jρnv + (Cnb δωbib)× (rneb − Jρnr )
≈− (rneb×)Cnb δωbib − ωnin × Jρnr + Jρnv
(183)
where the second order small quantity (Cnb δω
b
ib)× Jρnr is neglected.
With the new definition of the attitude error, velocity error, and position error, we substitute





eb × φn − Jρnr ) (184)







eb × φn − Jρnr ) +K2(ṽ
n





eb×))φn −K1Jρnr −K2Jρnv , Q1φn +Q2Jρnr + Q3Jρnv
(185)
Consequently, the state error dynamical equations with respect to the true body frame can be
written as follows:
φ̇b = −ωnin × φn − Cnb (bg + wg) + (Q1φn +Q2Jρnr +Q3Jρnv )




ηv = −(ω̃bib×)Jρbv − δf bib − f̃ bib × φb − C̃bnδgn − C̃bnvneb × (Q1φn +Q2Jρnr +Q3Jρnv )
=− (C̃bn(vneb×)Q1)φn − δf bib − f̃ bib × φb − C̃bnδgn − C̃bn(vneb×)Q2Jρnr




εr = −C̃bn(rneb×)(Q1φn +Q2Jρnr +Q3Jρnv )− ω̃bib × Jρnr + Jρnv
=− C̃bn(rneb×)Q1φn − (C̃bn(rneb×)Q2 + (ω̃bib×))Jρnr − (C̃bn(rneb×)Q3 − I3×3)Jρnv
(188)
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6.2. Modified Error State Dynamical Equations for MEMS IMU-integrated Navigation
On the one hand, when MEMS IMU are used for the inertial-integrated navigation, the errors of the
gyroscope are greatly exceed the Earth rate and the transport rate so that the associated perturbation
terms can be neglected in the dynamical equations [18]. On the other hand, the Earth rate term and
the transport rate term can be calculated precisely by precise velocity and position information
provided by GNSS in some applications such as initial alignment [19]. Therefore, δωnin term can
be neglected in the left invariant error state dynamical equations and the right invariant error state
dynamical.
6.2.1. Modified Left Invariant Error State Dynamical Equations for consumer-grade iner-
tial sensors
Neglecting the δωnin term in equation(168), equation(169), and equation(170), the modified left
invariant error state dynamical equations for consumer-grade inertial sensors are given as


























eb − r̃neb) + C̃bn(ṙneb − ˙̃rneb) ≈ −ω̃bib × Jρbr + Jρbv (191)













−ω̃bib× 0 0 −I 0
−f̃ bib −ω̃bib× 0 0 −I
0 I −ω̃bib× 0 0
0 0 0 − 1
τg
0

























−I 0 0 0
0 −I 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0













Remark 5 In fact, the perturbation term δωnin is introduced in the attitude error state differential
equation and then substituted into the velocity error state and the position error state. Therefore, if
this term is neglected in the attitude error state differential equation, it will disappear in the error
state differential equations for velocity and position.
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6.2.2. Modified Right Invariant Error State Dynamical Equations for consumer-grade in-
ertial sensors
Neglecting the δωnin term in equation(181), the modified left invariant error state dynamical equa-
tions for consumer-grade inertial sensors are given as
φ̇n = δωnin + (φ











≈ −Cnb δf bib − ωnin × Jρnv − (vneb×)Cnb δωbib + g̃







rneb − Cnb C̃bnr̃neb
)
≈ −(rneb×)Cnb δωbib − ωnin × Jρnr + Jρnv (195)













−ωnin× 0 0 −Cnb 0
g̃
n× −ωnin× 0 −(vneb×)Cnb −Cnb
0 I −ωnin× −(rneb×)Cnb 0
0 0 0 − 1
τg
0

























−Cnb 0 0 0
−(vneb×)Cnb −Cnb 0 0
−(rneb×)Cnb 0 0 0
0 0 I 0













Remark 6 In fact, for the initial alignment problem with the velocity and position measurement
from the GNSS, the perturbation term δωnin can also be neglected in the SE2(3) based EKF algo-
rithms that have been derived above, especially for the motion alignment problem and quasi-static
alignment problem..
7. SE2(3) based EKF for ECEF Navigation




















where Ceb is the direction cosine matrix from the body frame to the ECEF frame; v
e
eb is the velocity
of body frame relative to the ECEF frame expressed in the ECEF frame; reeb is the position of body
frame relative to the ECEF frame expressed in the ECEF frame.
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Then the dynamic equation of the state X can be deduced as follows
d
dt






















































































































It is easy to verify that the dynamical equation is group-affine property similar to equation(53).
7.1. Left SE2(3) based EKF for ECEF Navigation with Body Frame Attitude Error
Considering the measurements of the GNSS are left-invariant observations for the world-centric
observer, we first give the left-invariant error state differential equations. The left-invariant error is
defined as




















































According to the map form the Lie algebra to the Lie group, the error states of attitude, velocity,


















eb − rbeb = Cbe r̃eeb − Cbereeb = Cbe(r̃eeb − reeb) = Cbeδreeb
(200)
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where φb is the attitude error state, Jρbv is the new definition of velocity error state, Jρ
b
r is the new
definition of position error state; J is the left Jacobian matrix given in equation(57).





























ie×)C̃eb − (ωbib×)CbeC̃eb + CbeC̃eb (ω̃bib×)− Cbe(ωeie×)C̃eb
≈ −(ωbib×)(I + φb×) + (I + φb×)((ωbib + δωbib)×)
= −(ωbib×)(φb×) + (δωbib)×+(φb×)(ωbib×) + φb × (δωbib)×
≈ (φb × ωbib)×+δωbib× = (φb × ωbib)×+(δbbg + wbg)×
(202)
where the angular velocity error of the earth’s rotation can be neglected, i.e., ω̃eie = ω
e
ie; and
second order small quantity (φb×)(δωbib×) is also neglected. Therefore, the equation(202) can be
simplified as
φ̇b = φb × ωbib + δωbib = −ωbib × φb + δωbib = −ωbib × φb + δbbg + wbg (203)

































≈− Cbe(ωeie×)δveeb − (ωbib×)Jρbv + (I + φb×)(f b + δbba + wba)− f b + Cbe(g̃eib − geib)
=− ((Cbeωeie)×)Jρbv − (ωbib×)Jρbv + φb × f b + φb × δf b + Cbe(g̃eib − geib) + δf b
≈− ((Cbeωeie)×)Jρbv − (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + Cbe(g̃eib − geib) + δf b
=− ((Cbeωeie)×)Jρbv − (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + Cbe(g̃eib − geib) + δbba + wba
(204)
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where the second order small quantity φb × δf b is neglected; and as geib can be approximated as
constant, Cbe(g̃
e
ib − geib) can also be neglected.

























ie×)δreeb − (ωbib×)Cbeδreeb + Cbeδveeb
=((Cbeω
e
ie)×)Jρbr − ωbib × Jρbr + Jρbv
(205)
Thus, the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for the SE2(3) based EKF can be
obtained
δẋ = Fδx+Gw (206)
where F is the error state transition matrix; δx is the error state including the terms about bias; G









































−ωbib× 0 0 I 0




0 0 0 − 1
τg
0


























I 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 I 0


































7.2. Left SE2(3) based EKF for ECEF Navigation with Estimated Body Frame Attitude
Error
Considering the measurements of the GNSS are left-invariant observations for the world-centric
observer, we first give the left-invariant error state differential equations. The left-invariant error is
51
defined as




















































According to the map form the Lie algebra to the Lie group, the error states of attitude, velocity,


















eb − r̃beb = C̃bereeb − C̃be r̃eeb = C̃be(reeb − r̃eeb) = −C̃beδreeb
(209)


































































where φb is the attitude error state, Jρbv is the new definition of velocity error state, Jρ
b
r is the new
definition of position error state; J is the left Jacobian matrix given in equation(57).





























ie×)Ceb − (ω̃bib×)C̃beCeb + C̃beCeb (ωbib×)− C̃be(ωeie×)Ceb
≈ −(ω̃bib×)(I + φb×) + (I + φb×)((ω̃bib − δωbib)×)
= −(ω̃bib×)(φb×)− (δωbib)×+(φb×)(ω̃bib×)− φb × (δωbib)×
≈ (φb × ω̃bib)×−δωbib× = (φb × ω̃bib)×−(δbbg + wbg)×
(211)
where the angular velocity error of the earth’s rotation can be neglected, i.e., ω̃eie = ω
e
ie; and
second order small quantity (φb×)(δωbib×) is also neglected. Therefore, the equation(202) can be
simplified as
φ̇b = φb × ω̃bib − δωbib = −ω̃bib × φb − δωbib = −ω̃bib × φb − δbbg − wbg (212)
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The differential equation of the velocity error state is given as
d
dt














(−2ω̃eie×)ṽeeb + C̃eb f̃ b + g̃eib
])




≈C̃be(ωeie×)δveeb − (ω̃bib×)Jρbv + (I + φb×)(f̃ b − δbba − wba)− f̃ b + C̃be(geib − g̃eib)
=− ((C̃beωeie)×)Jρbv − (ω̃bib×)Jρbv + φb × f̃ b − φb × δf b + C̃be(geib − g̃eib)− δf b
≈− ((C̃beωeie)×)Jρbv − (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + C̃be(geib − g̃eib) + δf b
=− ((C̃beωeie)×)Jρbv − (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + C̃be(geib − g̃eib)− δbba − wba
(213)
where the second order small quantity φb × δf b is neglected; and as geib can be approximated as
constant, C̃be(g
e
ib − g̃eib) can also be neglected.
In the same way, the differential equation of the position error state is given as
d
dt












=− C̃be(ωeie×)δreeb + (ω̃bib×)C̃beδreeb − C̃beδveeb
=((C̃beω
e
ie)×)Jρbr − ω̃bib × Jρbr + Jρbv
(214)
Thus, the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for the SE2(3) based EKF can be
obtained
δẋ = Fδx+Gw (215)
where F is the error state transition matrix; δx is the error state including the terms about bias; G
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−ω̃bib× 0 0 −I3×3 0






0 0 0 − 1
τg
0


























−I3×3 0 0 0
0 −I3×3 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 I3×3 0


































7.3. Right SE2(3) based EKF with estimated ECEF frame attitude error
We give the SE2(3) based EKF with ECEF frame attitude error here. If the error state is converted
to the estimated ECEF frame, i.e., η = (X̃R)(XR)−1 = X̃X−1 ∈ SE2(3), then the right invariant
error is defined as
































































eb − C̃eb rbeb = r̃eeb − reeb + reeb − C̃ebCbereeb = δreeb + (I − expG(φe×))reeb
(218)



































































where φe is the attitude error state; Jρev is the new definition of velocity error state; Jρ
e
r is the new
definition of position error state.





























ib×)Cbe − (ωeie×)C̃ebCbe + C̃ebCbe(ωeie×)− C̃eb (ωbib×)Cbe
≈C̃eb (δωbib×)Cbe − (ωeie×)(I + φe×) + (I + φe×)(ωeie×)
=C̃eb (δω
b
ib×)C̃beC̃ebCbe − (ωeie×)(φe×) + (φe×)(ωeie×)
≈((C̃eb δωbib)×)(I + φe×) + ((φe × ωeie)×)
≈(C̃eb δωbib)×+(φe × ωeie)× = (C̃eb (δbbg + wbg))×+(φe × ωeie)×
(220)






(φe×) is neglected. Therefore, the equa-
tion(220) can be simplified as
φ̇e = φe × ωeie + C̃eb δbbg + C̃ebwbg = −ωeie × φe + C̃eb δbbg + C̃ebwbg (221)












































≈C̃eb δf b − 2(ωeie×)Jρev − (C̃eb δωbib)× (ṽeeb − Jρev) + g̃eib − (I + φe×)geib
− (veeb×)(ωeie×)φe
≈geib × φe−2(ωeie×)Jρev + ṽeeb × (C̃eb δωbib) + C̃eb δf b + g̃eib − geib − (veeb×)(ωeie×)φe
=geib × φe−2(ωeie×)Jρev + ṽeeb × (C̃eb (δbbg + wbg)) + C̃eb (δbba + wba) + g̃eib − geib
− (veeb×)(ωeie×)φe
(222)
where the second order small quantity (Jρev×)(C̃eb δωbib) is neglected; and as geib can be approxi-
mated as constant, g̃eib − geib can also be neglected.
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ib×)C̃beC̃ebCbe − (ωeie×)C̃ebCbe + C̃ebCbe(ωeie×)
)
reeb
≈− (reeb×)(ωeie×)φe + (ṽeeb − C̃ebCbeveeb)− ((C̃eb δωbib)×)C̃ebCbereeb
≈− (reeb×)(ωeie×)φe + Jρev + ((C̃eb δωbib)×)(r̃eib − Jρer)
≈− (reeb×)(ωeie×)φe + Jρev + r̃eeb × (C̃eb δωbib)
=− (reeb×)(ωeie×)φe + Jρev + r̃eeb × (C̃eb (δbbg + wbg))
(223)
where the second order small quantity (Jρer×)(Ceb δωbib) is neglected.
The difference of the error state differential equations between the SE2(3) based EKF with
ECEF frame attitude and the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated ECEF frame attitude lies in the
δf bib term and the δω
b
ib term. Thus, the error state δx, the error state transition matrix F , and the
noise driven matrixG of the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for SE2(3) based EKF









































−ωeie× 0 0 C̃eb 0
−(veeb×)(ωeie×) + geib× −2ωeie× 0 ṽeeb × C̃eb C̃eb
−(reeb×)(ωeie×) I 0 r̃eeb × C̃eb 0
0 0 0 − 1
τg
0


























C̃eb 0 0 0
ṽeeb × C̃eb C̃eb 0 0
r̃eeb × C̃eb 0 0 0
0 0 I 0













7.4. Right SE2(3) based EKF with ECEF frame attitude error
We give the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated ECEF frame attitude error here. If the error state
is converted to the true ECEF frame, i.e., η = (XR)(X̃R)−1 = XX̃−1 ∈ SE2(3), then the right
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invariant error is defined as
































































eb − Ceb r̃beb = Ceb rbeb − Ceb r̃beb = −Ceb δrbeb
(226)


































































where φe is the attitude error state; Jρev is the new definition of velocity error state; Jρ
e
r is the new
definition of position error state.





























ib×)C̃be − (ωeie×)Ceb C̃be + Ceb C̃be(ωeie×)− Ceb (ω̃bib×)C̃be
≈− Ceb (δωbib×)C̃be − (ωeie×)(I + φe×) + (I + φe×)(ωeie×)
=− Ceb (δωbib×)CbeCeb C̃be − (ωeie×)(φe×) + (φe×)(ωeie×)
≈− ((Ceb δωbib)×)(I + φe×) + ((φe × ωeie)×)
≈− (Ceb δωbib)×+(φe × ωeie)× = −(Ceb (δbbg + wbg))×+(φe × ωeie)×
(228)






(φe×) is neglected. Therefore, the equa-
tion(228) can be simplified as
φ̇e = φe × ωeie − Ceb δbbg − Cebwbg = −ωeie × φe − Ceb δbbg − Cebwbg (229)
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−Ceb (δωbib×)CbeCeb C̃be − (ωeie×)Ceb C̃be + Ceb C̃be(ωeie×)
)
ṽeeb












ib − Ceb C̃be g̃eib
− (ṽeeb×)(ωeie×)φe
≈− Ceb δf b − 2(ωeie×)Jρev + (Ceb δωbib)× (veeb − Jρev) + geib − (I + φe×)g̃eib
− (ṽeeb×)(ωeie×)φe
≈G̃eib × φe−2(ωeie×)Jρev − veeb × (Ceb δωbib)− Ceb δf b − g̃eib + geib − (veeb×)(ωeie×)φe
=g̃eib × φe−2(ωeie×)Jρev − veeb × (Ceb (δbbg + wbg))− Ceb (δbba + wba)− g̃eib + geib
− (ṽeeb×)(ωeie×)φe
(230)
where the second order small quantity (Jρev×)(Ceb δωbib) is neglected; and as geib can be approxi-
mated as constant, g̃eib − geib can also be neglected.














=veeb − Ceb C̃be ṽeeb −
(
−Ceb (δωbib×)CbeCeb C̃be − (ωeie×)Ceb C̃be + Ceb C̃be(ωeie×)
)
r̃eeb
≈− (r̃eeb×)(ωeie×)φe + (veeb − Ceb C̃be ṽeeb) + ((Cebδωbib)×)Ceb C̃be r̃eeb
≈− (r̃eeb×)(ωeie×)φe + Jρev + ((Cebδωbib)×)(reib − Jρer)
≈− (r̃eeb×)(ωeie×)φe + Jρev − reeb × (Ceb δωbeb)
=− (r̃eeb×)(ωeie×)φe + Jρev − reeb × (Ceb (δbbg + wbg))
(231)
where the second order small quantity (Jρer×)(Ceb δωbib) is neglected.
The difference of the error state differential equations between the SE2(3) based EKF with
ECEF frame attitude and the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated ECEF frame attitude lies in the
δf bib term and the δω
b
ib term. Thus, the error state δx, the error state transition matrix F , and the
noise driven matrixG of the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for SE2(3) based EKF
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−ωeie× 0 0 −Ceb 0
−(ṽeeb×)(ωeie×) + g̃eib× −2ωeie× 0 −veeb × Ceb −Ceb
−(r̃eeb×)(ωeie×) I 0 −reeb × Ceb 0
0 0 0 − 1
τg
0


























−Ceb 0 0 0
−veeb × Ceb −Ceb 0 0
−reeb × Ceb 0 0 0
0 0 I 0













Remark 7 In fact, the perturbation term δωnin can be neglected for many applications in the
SE2(3) based EKF algorithms that have been derived above, including the algorithms for NED
navigation with consumer-grade IMU and initial alignment such as motion alignment and quasi-
static alignment with the GNSS velocity and position measurements. This trick will greatly simpli-
fies the error state dynamic equations for all the SE2(3) based EKF framework.
Remark 8 In [19], a dampling SINS differential equations is proposed to reduce the complexity
of the corresponding error state equations by neglecting the δωnin as ω
n
in can be calculated by the
velocity and position values provided by GNSS in the initial alignment problem. This idea can
be applied to every error dynamic model in this paper when confronting with initial alignment
problems, such as motion alignment and quasi-static alignment. Furthermore, more tricks can be
applied to the dynamic models according to different applications.
8. SE2(3) based EKF for another ECEF Navigation





















where Ceb is the direction cosine matrix from the body frame to the ECEF frame; v
e
ib is the velocity
of body frame relative to the ECI frame expressed in the ECEF frame; reib is the position of body
frame relative to the ECI frame expressed in the ECEF frame.
When the state is defined as in equation(233), the invariant property of the dynamic can also
be proofed in a similar approach. However, they just used the right invariant error state prediction
for the inertial-integrated navigation which is not consistent with the right invariant-EKF from the
perspective of invariance as the GNSS measurements are left-invariant.
Therefore, we give the left-invariant EKF in detail for the first time, which is also the framework



































Then the dynamic equation of the state X can be deduced as follows
d
dt






















































































































It is easy to verify that the dynamical equation(235) satisfies the group-affine property in the
same way as equation(53). As the error can be defined as the multiplication of the element and
its inverse on matrix manifold. The error state can be defined in one of four ways: η = X̃X−1,
η = XX̃−1, η = X̃−1X , and η = X−1X̃ . The first two error states are left invariant, the last two
error states are right invariant. While the first and fourth error state definitions are similar to the
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error definition in Euclidean space, that is the estimated value minus the true value, and the second
and third error state definitions are similar to the error definition in Euclidean space, that is the true
value minus the estimated value.
8.1. Left SE2(3) based EKF for ECEF Navigation with Body Frame Attitude Error
Considering the measurements of the GNSS are left-invariant observations for the world-centric
observer, we first give the left-invariant error state differential equations. The left-invariant error is
defined as




















































According to the map form the Lie algebra to the Lie group, the error states of attitude, velocity,


















ib − rbib = Cbe r̃eib − Cbereib = Cbe(r̃eib − reib) = Cbeδreib
(237)


































































where φb is the attitude error state, Jρbv is the new definition of velocity error state, Jρ
b
r is the new
definition of position error state; J is the left Jacobian matrix given in equation(57).
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ie×)C̃eb − (ωbib×)CbeC̃eb + CbeC̃eb (ω̃bib×)− Cbe(ωeie×)C̃eb
≈ −(ωbib×)(I + φb×) + (I + φb×)((ωbib + δωbib)×)
= −(ωbib×)(φb×) + (δωbib)×+(φb×)(ωbib×) + φb × (δωbib)×
≈ (φb × ωbib)×+δωbib× = (φb × ωbib)×+(δbbg + wbg)×
(239)
where the angular velocity error of the earth’s rotation can be neglected, i.e., ω̃eie = ω
e
ie; and
second order small quantity (φb×)(δωbib×) is also neglected. Therefore, the equation(239) can be
simplified as
φ̇b = φb × ωbib + δωbib = −ωbib × φb + δωbib = −ωbib × φb + δbbg + wbg (240)

































≈− (ωbib×)Jρbv + (I + φb×)(f b + δbba + wba)− f b + Cbe(G̃eib −Geib)
=− (ωbib×)Jρbv + φb × f b + φb × δf b + Cbe(G̃eib −Geib) + δf b
≈− (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + Cbe(G̃eib −Geib) + δf b
=− (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + Cbe(G̃eib −Geib) + δbba + wba
(241)
where the second order small quantity φb × δf b is neglected; and as Geib can be approximated as
constant, Cbe(G̃
e
ib −Geib) can also be neglected.
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e ([(−ω̃eie×)r̃eib + ṽeib]− [(−ωeie×)reib + veib])
=Cbe(ω
e
ie×)δreib − (ωbib×)Cbeδreib − Cbeωeie × (r̃eib − reib) + Cbe(ṽeib − veib)
=− ωbib × Jρbr + Jρbv
(242)
Thus, the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for the SE2(3) based EKF can be
obtained
δẋ = Fδx+Gw (243)
where F is the error state transition matrix; δx is the error state including the terms about bias; G









































−ωbib× 0 0 I 0
−f b× −ωbib× 0 0 I
0 I −ωbib× 0 0
0 0 0 − 1
τg
0































































Comparing with the error state transition matrix in the navigation frame, the error state transi-
tion matrix in the ECEF frame owns more sparse matrix form which is beneficial to improve the
calculation speed and stability of the inertial-integrated navigation system.
8.2. Left SE2(3) based EKF measurement equation
If the lever arm error is taken into account, the measurement error vector is expressed in the ECEF





SINS − r̃eGNSS = r̃eIMU + C̃eb lb − reGNSS + nGNSS
≈ reIMU + δreIMU + Ceb (I + φb×)lb − reGNSS + nGNSS
= reIMU + C
e
b l
b − reGNSS + δreIMU + Ceb (φb×)lb + nGNSS
= δreIMU − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
= δr̃eib − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
≈ C̃ebJρbr − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS ≈ C̃ebJρbr − C̃eb (I − φb×)(lb×)φb + nGNSS
≈ C̃ebJρbr − C̃eb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
≈ Ceb (I + φb×)Jρbr − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS ≈ CebJρbr − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
(245)
Then the measurement matrix can be written as
H =
[
−Ceb (lb×) 0 Ceb 0 0
]
(246)
where Ceb can be replaced by C̃
e
b when implement the algorithm, because the resulting error can be
eliminated by a small second order quantity.
Remark 9 It is worth noting that all the left Jacobian matrix J can be approximated as J ≈ I3×3
if ||φb|| is small enough.
8.3. Left SE2(3) based EKF for ECEF Navigation with Estimated Body Frame Attitude
Error
Considering the measurements of the GNSS are left-invariant observations for the world-centric
observer, we first give the left-invariant error state differential equations. The left-invariant error is
defined as




















































According to the map form the Lie algebra to the Lie group, the error states of attitude, velocity,
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ib − r̃bib = C̃bereib − C̃be r̃eib = C̃be(reib − r̃eib) = −C̃beδreib
(248)


































































where φb is the attitude error state, Jρbv is the new definition of velocity error state, Jρ
b
r is the new
definition of position error state; J is the left Jacobian matrix given in equation(57).





























ie×)Ceb − (ω̃bib×)C̃beCeb + C̃beCeb (ωbib×)− C̃be(ωeie×)Ceb
≈ −(ω̃bib×)(I + φb×) + (I + φb×)((ω̃bib − δωbib)×)
= −(ω̃bib×)(φb×)− (δωbib)×+(φb×)(ω̃bib×)− φb × (δωbib)×
≈ (φb × ω̃bib)×−δωbib× = (φb × ω̃bib)×−(δbbg + wbg)×
(250)
where the angular velocity error of the earth’s rotation can be neglected, i.e., ω̃eie = ω
e
ie; and
second order small quantity (φb×)(δωbib×) is also neglected. Therefore, the equation(239) can be
simplified as
φ̇b = φb × ω̃bib − δωbib = −ω̃bib × φb − δωbib = −ω̃bib × φb − δbbg − wbg (251)
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The differential equation of the velocity error state is given as
d
dt














(−ω̃eie×)ṽeib + C̃eb f̃ b + G̃eib
])




≈− (ω̃bib×)Jρbv + (I + φb×)(f̃ b − δbba − wba)− f̃ b + C̃be(Geib − G̃eib)
=− (ω̃bib×)Jρbv + φb × f̃ b − φb × δf b + C̃be(Geib − G̃eib)− δf b
≈− (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + C̃be(Geib − G̃eib) + δf b
=− (ωbib×)Jρbv − f b × φb + C̃be(Geib − G̃eib)− δbba − wba
(252)
where the second order small quantity φb × δf b is neglected; and as Geib can be approximated as
constant, C̃be(G
e
ib − G̃eib) can also be neglected.
In the same way, the differential equation of the position error state is given as
d
dt









e ([(−ωeie×)reib + veib]− [(−ω̃eie×)r̃eib + ṽeib])
=− C̃be(ωeie×)δreib + (ω̃bib×)C̃beδreib − C̃beωeie × (reib − r̃eib) + C̃be(veib − ṽeib)
=− ω̃bib × Jρbr + Jρbv
(253)
Thus, the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for the SE2(3) based EKF can be
obtained
δẋ = Fδx+Gw (254)
where F is the error state transition matrix; δx is the error state including the terms about bias; G
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−ω̃bib× 0 0 −I3×3 0
−f̃ b× −ω̃bib× 0 0 −I3×3
0 I3×3 −ω̃bib× 0 0
0 0 0 − 1
τg
0


























−I3×3 0 0 0
0 −I3×3 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 I3×3 0


































8.4. Left SE2(3) based EKF measurement equation
If the lever arm error is taken into account, the measurement error vector is expressed in the ECEF




GNSS − r̃eSINS = reGNSS + nGNSS − (r̃eIMU + C̃eb lb)
≈ −reIMU − δreIMU − Ceb (I − φb×)lb + reGNSS + nGNSS
= −reIMU − Ceb lb + reGNSS − δreIMU + Ceb (φb×)lb + nGNSS
= −δreIMU − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
= −δr̃eib − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
≈ C̃ebJρbr − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS ≈ C̃ebJρbr − C̃eb (I − φb×)(lb×)φb + nGNSS
≈ C̃ebJρbr − C̃eb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
≈ Ceb (I + φb×)Jρbr − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS ≈ CebJρbr − Ceb (lb×)φb + nGNSS
(256)
Then the measurement matrix can be written as
Hnew =
[
−C̃eb (lb×) 0 C̃eb 0 0
]
(257)
where C̃eb can be replaced by C
e
b when implement the algorithm, because the resulting error can be
eliminated by a small second order quantity.
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Remark 10 The equivalence of the SE2(3) based measurement equation and the left invariant
EKF measurement euation can be proofed similar to Subsection 4.6. From the above two equiva-
lent relationships we can draw the conclusion that the error definition η = X̃−1X is more reason-
able for the global navigation such as GNSS and 5G whose measurements have the left-invariant
observation form.
8.5. Right SE2(3) based EKF with ECEF frame attitude error
As the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated ECEF frame attitude error has been derived in Wang’s
dissertation [20], we only give the SE2(3) based EKF with ECEF frame attitude error here. If the
error state is converted to the true ECEF frame, i.e., η = (X̃R)(XR)−1 = X̃X−1 ∈ SE2(3), then
the right invariant error is defined as
































































ib − C̃eb rbib = r̃eib − reib + reib − C̃ebCbereib = δreib + (I − expG(φe×))reib
(259)


































































where φe is the attitude error state; Jρev is the new definition of velocity error state; Jρ
e
r is the new
definition of position error state.
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ib×)Cbe − (ωeie×)C̃ebCbe + C̃ebCbe(ωeie×)− C̃eb (ωbib×)Cbe
≈C̃eb (δωbib×)Cbe − (ωeie×)(I + φe×) + (I + φe×)(ωeie×)
=C̃eb (δω
b
ib×)C̃beC̃ebCbe − (ωeie×)(φe×) + (φe×)(ωeie×)
≈((C̃eb δωbib)×)(I + φe×) + ((φe × ωeie)×)
≈(C̃eb δωbib)×+(φe × ωeie)× = (C̃eb (δbbg + wbg))×+(φe × ωeie)×
(261)






(φe×) is neglected. Therefore, the equa-
tion(261) can be simplified as
φ̇e = φe × ωeie + C̃eb δbbg + C̃ebwbg = −ωeie × φe + C̃eb δbbg + C̃ebwbg (262)











































≈C̃eb δf b − (ωeie×)Jρev − (C̃eb δωbib)× (ṽeib − Jρev) + G̃eib − (I + φe×)Geib
≈Geib × φe−(ωeie×)Jρev + ṽeib × (C̃eb δωbib) + C̃eb δf b + G̃eib −Geib
=Geib × φe−(ωeie×)Jρev + ṽeib × (C̃eb (δbbg + wbg)) + C̃eb (δbba + wba) + G̃eib −Geib
(263)
where the second order small quantity (Jρev×)(C̃eb δωbib) is neglected; and as Geib can be approxi-
mated as constant, G̃eib −Geib can also be neglected.
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ib×)C̃beC̃ebCbe − (ωeie×)C̃ebCbe + C̃ebCbe(ωeie×)
)
reib
≈(−ω̃eie×)(r̃eib − C̃ebCbereib) + (ṽeib − C̃ebCbeveib)− ((C̃eb δωbib)×)C̃ebCbereib
≈(−ω̃eie×)Jρer + Jρev + ((C̃eb δωbib)×)(r̃eib − Jρer)
≈(−ω̃eie×)Jρer + Jρev + r̃eib × (C̃eb δωbib)
=(−ωeie×)Jρer + Jρev + r̃eib × (C̃eb (δbbg + wbg))
(264)
where the second order small quantity (Jρer×)(Ceb δωbib) is neglected.
The difference of the error state differential equations between the SE2(3) based EKF with
ECEF frame attitude and the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated ECEF frame attitude lies in the
δf bib term and the δω
b
ib term. Thus, the error state δx, the error state transition matrix F , and the
noise driven matrixG of the inertial-integrated error state dynamic equation for SE2(3) based EKF









































−ωeie× 0 0 C̃eb 0
Geib× −ωeie× 0 ṽeib × C̃eb C̃eb
0 I −ωeie× r̃eib × C̃eb 0
0 0 0 0 0

























ṽeib × C̃eb C̃eb















8.6. Right SE2(3) based EKF measurement equation
If the lever arm error is taken into account, the measurement error vector is expressed in the ECEF





SINS − r̃eGNSS = r̃eIMU + C̃eb lb − reGNSS + nGNSS
≈ reIMU + δreIMU + (I + φe×)Ceb lb − reGNSS + nGNSS
= reIMU + C
e
b l
b − reGNSS + δreIMU + φe × (Ceb lb) + nGNSS
= δreIMU − (Ceb lb)× φe + nGNSS = δr̃eib − (Ceb lb)× φe + nGNSS
≈ Jρer − r̃eib × φe − (Ceb lb)× φe + nGNSS
(266)
Thus the measurement matrix can be written as
H =
[
−(r̃eib + Ceb lb)× 0 I 0 0
]
(267)
9. SE2(3) based EKF for transformaed INS Mechanization in ECEF Frame
Similar to the auxiliary velocity defined by equation(155) in the navigation frame, for the inertial-





ie × reeb (268)
Then, the error state dynamical equation can be manipulated in parallel to the manipulation in
section 6, so the similar SE2(3) based filtering algorithms in ECEF frame are naturally obtained.
The details will be given soon.











ib − (ωeie)× veeb +Geib (270)
ṙeeb = −ωeie × reeb + veeb (271)
Then defining the state composed by the attitude Ceb , the velocity v
e
eb, and the position r
e
eb as





















Therefore, equation(269), equation(270), equation(271) can be rewritten in a compact form as
d
dt






















































































The right invariant error state dynamical equations of η = X̃X−1 for attitude, velocity, and
position are given as
φ̇e = (φe × ωeie) + δωeib = −ωeie × φe + Ceb δωbib (275)
d
dt
ηv = Ceb δf
b
ib − ωeie × Jρev + (veeb×)Ceb δωbib + G̃eib × φe (276)
d
dt
ηr = (reeb×)Ceb δωbib − ωeie × Jρer + Jρev (277)
10. The equivalence of the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated body frame attitude and the
Invariant EKF
10.1. left-invariant measurement equation
When the error state is left invariant by the left group action, this is the world-centric estimator
formulation and is suitable for sensors such as GNSS, 5G, etc. The GNSS provides navigation in-
formation in a global frame and has the left-invariant measurement equations on matrix Lie group.
GNSS positioning solution gives the position coordinates of the antenna phase center(or other ref-
erence point), while SINS’s mechanization gives the navigation results of the IMU measurement
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center. The two do not coincide physically, so the integrated navigation needs to correct the lever




























































, Xtb+ Vt (278)
where reGNSS is the positioning result calculated by GNSS and expressed in the ECEF frame; l
b
is the lever arm measurement vector expressed in the body frame; rt is measurement white noise
with covariance Rt.
Then, the left-innovation can be defined as
zt = X̃−1t yt − b = X̃−1t (Xtb+ Vt)− b = εeb− b+ X̃−1t Vt


























































































computational efficiency, and H is independent of the system state, but only related to the known





−1rt = Mtrt. It is worth noting that the
invariant-innovation can be termed as innovation expressed in the body frame.
Remark 11 From the definition of left-innovation, the inverse of the estimated system state is used
to multiply the measurement is reasonable as the we get the state-independent measurement matrix
H. Meanwhile, the form of the left-innovation can be viewed as analogous to the GNSS positioning
results minus the SINS predicted values which is .











+ Ṽt , Htδx+Mtrt (280)
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where ξb represents error state about the bias term.















The covariance update can be calculated as
P+t = (I −KtHt)Pt(I −KtHt)T +KtMtRtMTt KTt (282)
10.2. The proof of the equivalence
Comparing equation(257) equation(280) and we can find
Hnew = C̃
e
bHt ⇒ Ht = C̃beHnew (283)
Then, by considering the Kalman filter gain in the SE2(3)-based EKF, the Kalman gain in the





















































As all the KF algorithms execute the reset state in closed loop after each measurement update
step, the error state will be set as ”zero” to indicate the nominal value is the same as the estima-
tion [13]. Consequently, there is no need to implement the error state prediction step after feedback
is made, and the correction of the error state can be described as
x̂ ≈ Kz z̃t + x = Ktz̃t (285)
Substituting equation(280) and equation(281) into the above equation, we can get



















=Knew(Hnewδx+ rt) = Knewδzl
(286)
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When confronting with the covariance update, the posterior covariance update continues as
normal. Equation(283) and equation (284) are substituted into the covariance update equation of
SE2(3) based EKF, which can be obtained as
P+new,t = (I −KnewHnew)Pt(I −KnewHnew)T +KnewRtKTnew
=(I −KtC̃beC̃ebHt)Pt(I −KtC̃beC̃ebHt)T +KtC̃beRt(KtC̃be)T
=(I −KtHt)Pt(I −KtHt)T +KtRtKTt = P+t
(287)
It can be seen that the error state update and covariance update have the same form. There-
fore, the innovation in the invariant EKF can be regarded as the innovation under the body frame,
while the innovation obtained by the SE2(3) based EKF with estimated body frame attitude can be
regarded as the innovation under the ECEF frame. Although the expressions of the two are differ-
ent, the final result obtained by the error state is the same, which is the error state under the body
frame. This also proves the rationality and accuracy of the definition of left invariant innovation in
invariant EKF.
Remark 12 The equivalence of the left-invariant EKF and the SE2(3) based EKF can be verified
in the same way and all the properties and conclusions shown in this manuscript can be obtained
and proved. The detailed derivation will be given soon. Especially, the right-invariant form of the
SE2(3) based EKF is suitable for the local navigation such as vision, lidar, whose measurements
have the right-invariant observation form. Moreover, it is more reasonable to define the error as
the estimated state multiplies the inverse of state, i.e., η = X̂X−1.
11. SE2(3) based smoothing algorithm
Since the SE2(3) based EKF is easier to understand and its formulation is more intuitive than the
Invariant EKF, we propose the SE2(3) based smoothing algorithm which is essentially an applica-
tion of the SE2(3) based EKF. Our formulation is simple and easy to understand and different to
the invariant RTS smoother [21].
As the SE2(3) based EKF is more simple than the invariant-EKF, the SE2(3) based EKF
implement the smoothing procedure as the RTS smoothing. The only difference lies in the full




In this paper, SE2(3) based EKF and smoothing framework is derived from the perspective of ma-
trix Lie group. This is nature and reasonable, consequently leads to common error representation
for the inertial-integrated navigation system. The major contribution of this paper is the complete
theory development of SE2(3) based EKF framework for inertial-integrated navigation system
which can be applied to four different state representations and four different error definitions. The
group-affine property of the dynamics is verified. The attitude error, the velocity error, and the
position error are defined on the common frame. The experiments show that the proposed SE2(3)
is robust for initial-integrated navigation with large misaligned angle. In the future, the biases of
the accelerometer and gyroscope can be considered to incorporate into matrix Lie group SE4(3) so
that the orientation error can be considered for the biases in the inertial-integrated navigation. Fur-
thermore, navigation application requirements are generally much different, the theory proposed in
this manuscript is supposed to be applied to more inertial-integrated navigation applications such
as initial alignment, tightly couple integration, filter-based SLAM, etc.
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